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AbstractWe establish the moderate deviation principle for the common distributionof empirical measure and empirical bootstrap measure (empirical measureobtaining by the bootstrap procedure). For the most widespread statisticalfunctionals depending on empirical measure (in particular dierentiable andhomogeneous functionals) we compare their asymptotic of moderate deviationprobabilities with the asymptotic given by the bootstrap procedure.1. Introduction. Let S be a Hausdor space, = the -eld of Borel sets in Sand  the space of all probability measures (pms) on (S;=). Let X1; : : : ; Xn bei.i.d.r.v.'s taking values in S according to a pm P 2  and let P̂n be the empir-ical probability measure of X1; : : : ; Xn. The distributions of statistics dependingon the sample X1; : : : ; Xn are often analyzed on the base of the bootstrap pro-cedure (see Hall (1992), Mammen (1992), Efron and Tibshirany(1993) and refer-ences therein). For given statistics V (X1; : : : ; Xn), we simulate independent samplesX1i; : : : ; Xni; 1  i  k having the probability measure P̂n and treat the empiricaldistribution of V (X1i; : : : ; Xni); 1  i  k as the estimator of the distribution ofV (X1; : : : ; Xn). What is of special interest, are the estimates of large and mod-erate deviation probabilities of V (X1; : : : ; Xn). Such problems constantly emergein condence estimation and hypothesis testing. The signicant levels in the con-dence estimation and the p-values in the hypothesis testing have usually smallvalues and can be often correctly analyzed using the theorems on large and mod-erate deviations. From this viewpoint it is natural to compare the probabilities oflarge and moderate deviations of V (X1; : : : ; Xn) and V (X1 ; : : : ; Xn). In paper wecarry out such a comparison for the moderate deviation probabilities in a slightlydierent setting. The statistics V (X1; : : : ; Xn) can be usually represented as a func-tional T (P̂n) of the empirical measure P̂n, that is, V (X1; : : : ; Xn) = T (P̂n). Sim-ilarly, V (X1 ; : : : ; Xn) = T (P n), where P n is the empirical probability measure ofX1 ; : : : ; Xn. Thus, we reduce the problem to the study of moderate deviation prob-abilities of T (P̂n)   T (P ) and T (P n)   T (P̂n) on the base of moderate deviationprinciple.The problems related to large and moderate deviation probabilities of empiricalmeasures have been treated in many papers (see Sanov, 1957; Groeneboom, Ooster-ho, Ruymgaart, 1979 (GOR); Borovkov and Mogulskii, 1980; Dembo and Zeitouni,1993; Ermakov, 1995; Eichelsbacher and Schmock, 2002; Arcones, 2003 and refer-ences therein). These papers contain complete results proved under rather generalassumptions. Our goal is to develop similar techniques for the moderate deviationprobabilities of (P n  P̂n)(P̂n P ) and to make use of these techniques to compare1
the probabilities of deviations T (P̂n)  T (P ) and T (P n)  T (P̂n). Thus, we intendto study the asymptotic of the probabilities P (P n  P̂n 2 
n) with P = P  P asa limiting point of 
n  2. Hereafter we make use of the standard notation. Wedenote Q2  Q1 the Cartesian product of pms Q2; Q1 2  and 2 =   the setof all product measures Q2 Q1 with Q2; Q1 2 .The large deviation probabilities of empirical bootstrap measure have been stud-ied earlier in Chaganty (1997)and Chaganty, Karandikar (1996). These results wereestablished in terms of topology of weak convergence. In paper we consider the mod-erate deviation setting for the -topology allowing to study moderate deviations forfunctionals having unbounded inuence functions. Our approach make use of newArcones (2002) results. The results on large deviations probabilities of P n  P̂n arefar from being \computable", except for some special cases (see Chaganty (1997)).At the same time the moderate deviation principle allows to nd easily the asymp-totic and to compare the probabilities of moderate deviations of T (P̂n)  T (P ) andT (P n)  T (P̂n) for the majority of widespread statistics.In paper we make use of the following notation. We denote C; c arbitrary positiveconstants which can have dierent values even on the same line, (A) the indicatorof an event A, and [t] the integral part of a real number t. The integration domainin almost all integrals is the set S. Thus it will be convenient to omit the subscriptS and to write such integrals as R instead of RS.2. Main Results We begin with the denition of -topology. Fix a sequence bnsuch that bn ! 0; nb2n ! 1; bn+1=bn ! 1 as n ! 1. Suppose there are given theset  of measurable functions f satisfying the followinglimn!1(nb2n) 1 log(nP (jf(X)j > b 1n )) =  1 (2:1)Dene the set  of pms P 2  such that R jf(X)jdP < 1 for all f 2 . The-topology is the coarsest topology in  that makes continuous for all f 2  themap  3 P ! R fdP . From now on, all topological notion will be related tothe -topology. For any set 
   denote cl(
) and int(
) the closure and theinterior of 
 respectively. Dene the -topology in 2 as the corresponding producttopology. If  is the set 0 of all bounded measurable functions, the -topologycoincides with the  -topology (see GOR (1979), Eichelsbacher and Schmock (1996)).In what follows, we suppose 0  .Dene the linear spaces 0 and 0 induced by all dierences P  Q with P;Q 2 and P;Q 2  respectively. Dene the -topologies in 0 and 20 similarly tothat in  and 2 respectively. For any set 
0  20 denote cl(
0) and int(
0) theclosure and the interior of 
0 respectively.For any G 2 0 dene the rate function20(G : P ) = 12 Z dGdP 2 dPif G is absolutely continuous w.r.t. P and 0(G : P ) =1 otherwise. In statistics the2
functional 220 has the interpretation as the Fisher information. The rate function20 naturally arises in the study of moderate deviation probabilities of empiricalmeasures P̂n (see Borovkov and Mogulskii (1980); Ermakov (1995) and Arcones(2003)). In the bootstrap setting the rate function 20b has slightly more cumbersomedenition.For any G = G2 G1 2 20 denote20b( G : P ) = 20(G2 : P ) + 20(G1 : P ):Similarly to the proof of Lemma 2.2 in GOR (1979) it is easy to show that thefunctions G! 0(G : P ), G ! 0b( G : P ) with G 2 0, G 2 20 respectively are lower semicontinuous.For any set A 2 = and any charge G 2 0 denote jGj(A) = supfG(B)   G(D) :B  A;D  Ag. Thus the measure jGj is the variation of charge G.Let the charges H;Hn 2 0 satisfy the following assumptions.A. There hold Pn = P + bnHn 2 ; P + bnH 2  and Hn ! H as n ! 1 in-topology.A1. For any f 2  supn Z f 2dHn < C <1:B1. For any f 2 limn!1(nb2n) 1 lognbn Z (jf(x)j > b 1n )djHnj =  1:Dene the charge O 2 0 such that O(A) = 0 for all measurable sets A 2 =. Foreach G 2 0 denote ~G = O G.Theorem 2.1. Assume A,A1 and B1. Let 
0  20. Then the following ModerateDeviation Principle (MDP) holdslim infn!1 (nb2n) 1 logPn((P n   P̂n) (P̂n   P0) 2 bn 
0)   20b(int(
0   ~H); P ) (2:2)andlim supn!1 (nb2n) 1 logPn((P n   P̂n) (P̂n   P ) 2 bn 
0)   20b(cl(
0   ~H); P ): (2:3)Remark 2.1. A similar version of theorem on moderate deviation probabilities ofempirical measures has been proved in Borovkov and Mogulskii (1980) in the caseof  -topology with Hn = H = O.Remark 2.2. In hypothesis testing the tests behaviour are often analyzed for thealternatives Pn converging to the hypothesis P . Such a setting is considered in3
Theorem 2.1. Naturally if we suppose that the charges Hn; H are absent, we get theusual form of moderate deviation theorem. The techniques of moderate deviationtheorems with the sequences of pms Pn converging to pm P can be implemented alsoin the proofs of importance sampling theorems studying the problem of simulationof moderate deviation probabilities.The analogy of Theorem 2.1 is also valid for the moderate deviations of P k  P̂n,where P k is the empirical measure of independent sample X1 ; : : : ; Xk distributedwith the pm P̂n and k = k(n), k=n!  > 0 as n!1.For any G = G2 G1 2 20 denote the rate function20( G : P ) =  20(G2 : P ) + 20(G1 : P ):For any 
0  20 we set 0(
0 : P ) = inff0( G : P ) : G 2 
0g.Theorem 2.2. Assume A,A1 and B1. Then the following Moderate DeviationPrinciple (MDP) holdslim infn!1 (nb2n) 1 logPn((P k   P̂n) (P̂n   P0) 2 bn 
0)   20(int(
0   ~H); P ) (2:4)andlim supn!1 (nb2n) 1 logPn((P k   P̂n) (P̂n   P ) 2 bn 
0)   20(cl(
0   ~H); P ): (2:5)The proof of Theorem 2.2 is akin to that of Theorem 2.1 and is omitted. From nowon, we assume k = n.The moderate deviation principle for empirical measures holds for the wider zonesof moderate deviations. In this setting a version of Theorem 2.1 is valid for the sets	 of functions f such thatlimn!1(nd2n) 1 log(nP (jf(X)j > ndn)) =  1 (2:6)where dn ! 0; nd2n !1; dn+1=dn ! 1 as n!1.Assume the following.B2. For any f 2 	limn!1(nb2n) 1 supmn lognbn Z (jf(x)j > nbn)djHmj =  1:Using the reasoning of Lemma 2.5 in Eichelsbacher and Lowe (2003) we get that B2implies A1.Theorem 2.3. Assume A with  = 	 and B2. Let 
0  0	. Then, the ModerateDeviation Principle holdslim infn!1 (nd2n) 1 logPn(P̂n 2 P + dn
0)   20(int(
0  H); P0) (2:7)4
and lim supn!1 (nd2n) 1 logPn(P̂n 2 P + dn
0)   20(cl(
0  H); P0) (2:8)The Proposition 2.4 given below shows that moderate deviation principle often doesnot hold for the empirical bootstrap measure if (2.1) is replaced by (2.6).Theorem 2.4.. Let random variable Y = f(X); EY = 0 satises (2.6). Letlimn!1nP (jY j > d 1n ) = 0; (2:9)Let a sequence rn; d 1n < rn < ndn; rndn !1; ndn=rn !1 as n!1 be such thatlimn!1(nd2n) 1 log (nP (rn < Y < r1n)) = 0; (2:10)and limn!1(rndn) 1 log  logP (rn < Y < r1n)rndn  = 0 (2:11)where rn < r1n < dn; r1n=(ndn)! 0 as n!1.Let Y1; : : : ; Yn be independent copies of Y and let Y 1 ; : : : ; Y n be obtained from Y1; : : : ; Ynusing the bootstrap procedure. Thenlimn!1(nd2n) 1 logP  nXi=1 Y i > ndn! = 0: (2:12)Remark 2.3. Denote vn = ndn=rn. Then (2.10) holds if (2.9) fulllled andvn log vn = o(nd2n). Suppose that c.d.f. F (x) = P (Y < x) is continuous strictlymonotone function. Dene an the equation na2n = 1   F (nan). It is easy ti verifythat if na2n = n; 0 <  < 1 then one can take rn = n1=2 +; 0 <  < 2. Puttingkak = rn we get j lognP (Y > rn)j = O(ka2k) = O(n (1 +2)1+ ):Thus (2.9) is satised.Arguing similarly one can show that the same statement holds for any sequencean; na2n = (n) such that 0(x) = ddx(x) is monotone decreasing function and 0(x) >cx 1 with 0 <  < 1.Theorem 2.5 given below shows that the moderate deviation principle holds for theempirical bootstrap measures with high probability even if (2.1) or (2.6) does nothold.Theorem 2.5. Let dn ! 0; nd2n !1 as n!1 and let 	 be a set of functions fsuch that P (jf(X)j > d 1n ) < h(dn) (2:13)5
where nh(dn)! 0 as n!1.Let there exist t > 2 and increasing positive function q(x) > xt such thatEq(f 2(X)  Ef 2(X)) <1 (2:14)for all f 2 	.Then for any 
0  0	 for any  > 0 and n > n0() there hold(nd2n) 1 log P̂n(P n 2 P̂n + dn
0)   (int(
0); P )   (2:15)and (nd2n) 1 log P̂n(P n 2 P̂n + dn
0)   (cl(
0); P ) +  (2:16)with probabilityn = n(;
0) = 1  C(;
0) nh(dn) + infy fnq(y)=y+gexpf  tt + 2 ny lognyt 1C(
0) + 1+ expf Æn log(Æh 1(dn=Æ)) + nÆgwhere Æ = Æ(;
0) > 0.Remark 2.4. We do not suppose that that the set 	 contains all functions f satisfying(2.13).Remark 2.5. The proof utilizes the estimate of rate of convergence 1nPn1 f 2(Xs) toEf 2(X) for all f 2 	. To get such an estimate we suppose (2.14) that causes theadditional term infyfnq(y)=y+ expf  tt+2 ny log(nyt 1C(
0) + 1)gg in the probability n.The proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.3, Proposition 2.4 and Theorem 2.5 will be givenin sections 4,5 and 6 respectively.In Lemma 2.6 we show that, if (2.6) holds, then (2.6) holds for any sequence rn =o(dn); nr2n !1 as n!1.Lemma 2.6. Let (2.6) holds. Then for any sequence rn; rn+1=rn ! 1; rn=dn !0; nr2n !1 as n!1 it holdslimn!1(nr2n) 1 lognP (jf(X)j > nrn) =  1: (2:17)Proof. Dene the sequence dkn such that kndkn  nrn < (kn + 1)dkn+1. We have(nr2n) 1 lognP (jf(X)j > nrn) = nkn ((kn+1)d2kn+1) 1 lognP (jf(X1)j > (kn+1)dkn+1) =nkn ((kn+1)d2kn+1) 1 log nkn+ nkn ((kn+1)d2kn+1) 1 log knP (jf(X1)j > (kn+1)dkn+1)) :=I1n + nkn I2n:6
By (2.6), we have I2n !  1 as n!1. Thus, if (2.17) does not hold, knn I1n !1as n!1. Hence for any C > 0 for all n > n0(C) it holdslog nkn1=2 > C(kn + 1)1=2dkn+1 > C n(kn + 1)1=2n1=2rn:Therefore knn log nkn1=2 > Cn1=2rn:Since n1=2rn !1 as n!1 we get the contradiction.3.Examples. In section we establish the asymptotics of moderate deviation prob-abilities for the dierentiable and homogeneous functionals depending on empiricalmeasure P̂n and empirical bootstrap measure P n . The functionals of such typesoften emerge in statistics.Example 3.1. Dierentiable statistical functionals. We suppose that the functionalT : ! R1 admits a linear approximation of the following type.C. There exist a real function r 2 , R rdP = 0, and a seminormN in 0 continuousin -topology in 0 satisfying the following. For any Q 2 ,T (Q)  T (P )  Z r dQ < !(N(Q  P )):Hereafter !(t) is an increasing function such that !(t)=t! 0 as t! 0.Thus we suppose that the functional T (Q) has the Gato derivative h and sucha linear approximation admites the uniform estimate expressed in terms of semi-norm N . This assumption is not unnatural. For example, if the fuctional T (Q)has the bounded second Gato derivatives, this assumtion holds. The assumptions ofdierentiability are the standard tool for the proof of asymptotic normality of statis-tics T (P̂n) (see Sering (1980)) and in implicit form were also used for the study ofmoderate deviation probabilities (see Jureckova, Kallenberg and Veraverbeke (1988);Inglot, Kallenberg and Ledwina (1990),(1992); and Ermakov (1994)).If C holds, then, as it follows easily from Theorem 2.1, for any sequence Pn convergingto P0 and satisfying A, A1, B1 we havelimn!1(nb2n) 1 logPn(T (P n)  T (P̂n) > bn) =limn!1(nb2n) 1 logPnZ r d(P n   P̂n) > bn = 12 inf Z (g22 + g21) dP : Z g2r dP > 1; g1; g2 2 L2(P ) = 12 Z r2 dP 1 ; (3:1)7
limn!1(nb2n) 1 logPn(T (P̂n)  T (Pn) > bn) =limn!1(nb2n) 1 logPnZ r d(P̂n   Pn) > bn = 12 inf Z g2 dP : Z gr dP > 1; g 2 L2(P ) =  12 Z r2dP 1 : (3:2)Thus, the asymptotics of moderate deviations probabilities of T (P n)   T (P̂n) andT (P̂n)  T (P ) coincide. At the same timelimn!1(nb2n) 1 logPn(T (P n)  T (Pn) > bn) =limn!1(nb2n) 1 logPnZ rd(P n   Pn) > bn = 12 inf Z (g22 + g21) dP : Z (g2   g1)r dP > 1; g1; g2 2 L2(P ) = 14 Z r2dP 1 : (3:3)The proof of rst equality in (3.1) is very easy and (3.2),(3.3) are obtained by asimilar technique. Dene a sequence Cn such that Cn ! 1, !(Cnbn)=bn ! 0 asn!1. By Theorem 3.2 and C, we havePnZ r d(P n   P̂n) > bn + !(Cnbn)  Pn(N(P n   P̂n) > Cnbn) <Pn(T (P n)  T (P̂n) > bn)< PnZ r d(P n   P̂n) > bn   !(Cnbn) + Pn(N(P n   P̂n) > Cnbn) (3:4)and Pn(N(P n   P̂n) > Cnbn) < expf CnC2nb2ng:The asymptotic of Pn(R r d(P n   P̂n) > bn), given in (3.1), follows directly fromTheorem 2.1.Example 3.2. Variance. Let T (P ) = V arP [X] = EP [X2] (EP [X])2 and let S = R1.The functional T (P ) has the inuence function r(x) = x2 2xE[X] E[X2]+2[EX]2and T (Q)  T (P )  Z r dQ =  Z x d(Q  P )2 : (3:5)Thus, if r 2  and f(x) = x 2 , we havelimn!1(nb2n) 1 logP (T (P n)  T (P̂n) > bn) =8
limn!1(nb2n) 1 logP (T (P̂n)  T (P ) > bn) =  12(Var[X2   2X E[X]]) 1: (3:6)Example 3.3. Homogeneous functionals. It is easily seen that the analogues of(3.1)-(3.3) hold also in the case of an arbitrary norm N : 0 ! R1 such that N iscontinuous in -topology in 0limn!1(nb2n) 1 logP (N(P̂n   P ) > bn) =  1220(
0 : P ): (3:7)limn!1(nb2n) 1 logP (N(P n   P̂n) > bn) = 12 infZ g22 + g21dP : N(G2)  1; g1 = dG1dP ; g2 = dG2dP ; G2; G1 2 0 = 1220(
0 : P ): (3:8)and limn!1(nb2n) 1 logP (N(P n   P ) > bn) =  1420(
0 : P ): (3:9)Here 
0 = fG : N(G) > 1; G 2 0g.In particular, the statements (3.7) and (3.9) are valid for the functional N corre-sponding to the test statistics of Kolmogorov and omega-square typesN(Q  P; P ) = maxfjF (x)  F0(x)jq(F0(x)) : x 2 Sg (3:10)and N(Q  P; P ) = ZS(F (x)  F0(x))2q(F0(x))dF0(x)1=2 (3:11)respectively. Here q is a bounded weight function, S = R1, P0 and F; F0 are thedistribution functions of Q;P respectively. These norms depend on the probabil-ity measure P additionally. Thus the statement (3.8) holds only in the case ofKolmogorov test statistic.Example 3.4. Now we show that the presence of weight function q does not inuenceseriously on the asymptotic (3.8). Assume the following.C1. There exists function !(t); !(t)=t! 0 as t! 0 such that, for all P;Q;R 2 jN(Q  P; P ) N(Q  P;R)j  !(supx j F (x)  F0(x)j)where F stands for the distribution function of R.The functionals N(Q  P; P ) dened by (3.10),(3.11) satisfy C1 if the function q iscontinuous in [0; 1].Let F̂n be the distribution function of P̂n. Then, by Theorem 2.3,P (!(supx jF̂n(x)  F0(x)j) > cbn)  expf CnCnb2ng9
where Cn !1 as n!1.Hence, estimating similarly to (3.4), we getlimn!1(nb2n) 1 logP (N(P n   P̂n; P̂n) > bn) =limn!1(nb2n) 1 logP0(N(P n   P̂n; P ) > bn) =  1220(
0 : P ): (3:12)Example 3.5. Let us nd the asymptoticJ := limn!1(nb2n) 1 logP0(N(P n   P ) N(P̂n   P ) > bn)with  > 0.By Theorem 2.1, we getJ = inf Z (r2 + g2)dP0 : N(G+R) N(G)  1;g = dGdP0 ; r = dRdP0 ;G;R 2 0 := inf V (G;R): (3:13)Since N(G +R)  N(G) +N(R), we getJ  inf Z (r2 + g2)dP : (N(G) +N(R))  N(G)  1;g = dGdP ; r = dRdP ;G;R 2 0 := inf U(G;R): (3:14)Dene the charge H 2 cl(
0) such that 0(H : P ) =  R h2 dP 1=2 = 0(
0 : P ) withh = dHdP . Here the set 
0 is the same as in example 3.3. It is easy to see that for thexed G arg infR U(G;R) = H (3:15)with constant  2 R1.Let r = h and let us consider the problem of minimization of U(G; H) withrespect to G. We begin with the dual problem. Let N(R) = d =const and one needto nd sup(N(G) + d)  N(G) : Z g2dP = 1Let   1. Since the function (x + d)   x is convex the supremum is attainedon the charge G0 = c ~G where ~G = arg supfN(G) : R g2dP0g and ~g = d ~GdP = h=0.Therefore inffU(G;R) : G;R 2 0g is attained on the charges G;R having thedensities g = ah, r = dh with a; d 2 R1. However V (aH; dH) = U(aH; dH). Hencewe get J = inffd2 + a2 : (d+ a)   a > 1g Z h2(s)ds(1 + o(1)): (3:16)10
In particular, if  = 1, J = 20(
0; P ).If  < 1, then arg supf(x + d)   x : x  0g = 0. Therefore U = d andJ = inf Z r2dP : N(R)  1; r = dRdP  = 20(
0; P ):4. Proofs of Theorem 2.1 and 2.3. For each r > 0 dene the sets  0r = fG 20 : 0(G : P )  rg and  r = f G 2 20 : 0b( G : P )  rg.Lemma 4.1. Let (2.6) hold. Theni.  r  20	,ii. the set  r is 	-compact and sequentially 	-compact set in 20.Proof. Let  2 	. Then, by Lemma 2.5, in Eichelsbacher and Lowe (2003), thereholds Z 2(x)dP <1: (4:1)For any charge G = G1 G2 2 20 and any measurable set A  S we haveZA j1jdjG1j+ ZA j2jdjG2j ZA 21dP + ZA 22dP+  1 ZAdG1dP 2 dP + ZAdG2dP 2 dP! (4:2)for all  > 0. This implies i if A = S.Fix  > 0. Let  = r= and n = n() is such thatr Zj1j>n 21dP + Zj2j>n 22dP < Then, by (4.2), we getZ j1jdjG1j+ Z j2jdjG2j   Zj1j<n j1jdjG1j+ Zj2j<n j2jdjG2j < 2Hence the map  r 3 G = G1  G2 ! R j1jdjG1j + R j2jdjG2j is 	-continuous asthe uniform limit of functionsZj1j<n 1dG1 + Zj2j<n 2dG2:This implies that the  and 	-topologies coincide in  r. Since the sets  0r and r   2or are  -compact and sequentially  -compact these sets are 	-compact andsequentially 	-compact as well. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.1.11
Note that 	 continuity implies  continuity. Hence the sets  r and  0r are compacts as well.For any u; v 2 Rk denote u0v the inner product of u and v. For any f 2  and anycharge G 2 0 denote < f;G >= R fdG.Let f1; : : : ; fk1; g1; : : : ; gk2 2  and G 2 0 Let Efi(X) = 0; Egj(X) = 0; 1 i  k1; 1  j  k2. Dene the covariance matrices Rf = fE[fi(X)fj(X)]gk1i;j=1 andRg = fE[gi(X)gj(X)]gk2i;j=1.Denote f = ffigk1i=1 and g = fgigki=1.By Dawson-Gartner Theorem (see Dembo and Zeitouni (1993)), Theorem 2.1 followsfrom Lemma 4.2 given bellow.Lemma 4.2. Assume (2.1) and A,A1,B1. Then, for the random vectors Un( X) =  1nPni=1 f1(Xi); : : : ; 1nPni=1 fk1(Xi) , 1nPni=1 g1(Xi ); : : : ; 1nPni=1 gk2(Xi ) the MDPholds, that is, for any 
  Rk1+k2lim infn!1 (nb2n) 1 logPn(Un( X) 2 bn
)    infx2int(
) x0If;gx (4:3)and lim supn!1 (nb2n) 1 logPn(Un( X) 2 bn
)    infx2cl(
) x0If;gx (4:4)where for any x = (y; z) 2 Rk1+k2; y 2 Rk1; z 2 Rk2x0If;gx = supt2Rk1 ;s2Rk2 t0y + s0z  < t0f;H >  12t0Rf t  12s0Rgs :Note that, if there exist R 1f and R 1g , thenx0Ifgx = 12((y  < f;H >)0R 1f (y  < f;H >) + 12z0R 1g z:Lemma 4.2 follows from Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 given below.Lemma 4.3. Assume (2.1). Then for any C > 0limn!1(nb2n) 1 logPn( max1ik1 max1jn jfi(Xj)j > cb 1n ) =  1; (4:5)limn!1(nb2n) 1 logPn( max1ik2 max1jn jgi(Xj )j > cb 1n ) =  1: (4:6)Proof. We havePn( max1ik1 max1jn jfi(Xj)j > cb 1n )  n k1Xi=1 Pn(jf(X1)j > cb 1n )By (2.1) and B1, this implies (4.5). 12
Hence we have Pn( max1ik2 max1jn jgi(Xj)j > cb 1n ) = O(expf Cnb2ng)for any C > 0. This implies (4.6).For any h 2  denote hn(x) = h(x)(jh(x)j < b 1n ).Lemma 4.4. Let f1; : : : ; fk1; g1; : : : ; gk2 2 . Then, for the random vectors ~Un( X) =  1nPni=1 f1n(Xi); : : : ; 1nPni=1 fk1n(Xi); 1nPni=1 g1n(Xi ); : : : ; 1nPni=1 gk2n(Xi ) the MDPholds, that is, (4.3) and (4.4) are valid with Un( X) = ~Un( X).By Gartner-Ellis Theorem (see Dembo and Zeitouni (1993)) Lemma 4.4 follows fromLemma 4.5 given below.Lemma 4.5. Let fi 2 ; gj 2  for all 1  i  k1; 1  j  k2. Thenlimn!1(nb2n) 1 logEn exp(bn nXi=1 t0fn(Xi) + bn nXi=1 s0(gn(Xi )  gn)) =< t0f;H >  12t0Rf t  12s0Rgswhere gn =   1nPns=1 g1n(Xs); : : : ; 1nPns=1 gk2n(Xs) ; fn = ffingk11 ; gn = fgjngk21 .Proof. We haveEn exp(bn nXi=1 t0fn(Xi) + bn nXi=1 s0(gn(Xi )  gn)) =En exp(bn nXi=1 t0fn(Xi)) nYi=1 (1 + bn(s0(gn(Xi )  gn))+b2n2 (s0(gn(Xi )  gn))2 +Ob3n6 (s0(gn(Xi )  gn))3 =En "exp(bn nXi=1 t0fn(Xi)) 1 + b2n2n nXi=1 (s0(gn(Xi)  gn))2+O b3nn nXi=1 (s0(gn(Xi)  gn))3!!n# := In: (4:7)By straightforward calculations, we getEP̂n(s0(gn(Xi )  gn))2 = 1n nXi=1 (s0(gn(Xi)  gn))2 =1n nXi=1 (s0(gn(Xi)  En[gn(X1)]))2   (s0gn   En[s0gn(X1)])2: (4:8)13
We have  nXi=1 (s0(gn(Xi)  gn))3  8 nXi=1 js0(gn(Xi)  En[gn(X1)])j3+8njs0(gn   En[gn(X1)])j3 := 8V1 + 8nV2: (4:9)We haveb3njV1j = b3n nXi=1 js0(gn(Xi)  En[gn(X1)])j3(js0(gn(Xi)  En[gn(X1)])j  b 1n )+b3n nXi=1 js0(gn(Xi)  En[gn(X1)])j3(js0(gn(Xi)  En[gn(X1)])j  b 1n ) 2jsjb2n nXi=1 js0(gn(Xi)  En[gn(X1)])j2+83jsj3 nXi=1 (js0(gn(Xi)  En[gn(X1)])j  b 1n ) (4:10)and b3nV2  4jsj2bnjs0(g   En[gn(X1)])j: (4:11)By (4.8)-(4.10), we getIn  En exp(bn nXi=1 t0fn(Xi) + b2n2 nXi=1 (s0gn(Xi) En[s0gn(X)])2(1 + n) + nb2n2 (s0gn   En[s0gn(X)])2++O 3jsj3 nXi=1 (js0(gn(Xi)  En[gn(X1)])j  b 1n )!+O(nb3nV2)):= En[W1n expfO(nb3nVn)g] := En[W1nW2n] := ~In (4:12)where  = n ! 0 as n!1.Dene the events An = fX1; : : : ; Xn : s0gn En[s0gn(X1)] < rbng and the complementof this event An.We can write~In = En[W1nW2n(An)] + En[W1nW2n( An)] := U1n + U2n: (4:13)We havelog[U1n]  n logEn expbnt0fn(X1) + b2n2 (s0g(X1)  En[s0g(X1)])2(1 + n)+14
(js0(gn(Xi)  En[gn(X1)])j  b 1n ) +O(r3b6n)	 n logEn[1 + bn(t0fn(X1)) + b2n2 ((t0fn(X1))2+(s0gn(X1)  En[s0gn(X1)])2(1 + Æn)) +O(!n) +O(r3b6n)]where !n = !1n + !2n + !3n + !4n + !5n with!1n = b3n6 (t0f(X1))3; !2n = 3b3n2 (t0f(X1))(s0g(X1)  En(s0g(X1))2;!3n = b4n8 En(s0g(X1)  En(s0g(X1))4; !4n = b4n12(t0f(X1))2(s0g(X1)  En(s0g(X1))2;!5n = (js0(gn(X1)  En[gn(X1)])j  b 1n )By (2.1), we getEn[!1n]  jtjb2n6 En(t0f(X1))2; En[!2n]  jtjb2n6 En(s0g(X1)  En(s0g(X1)))2;En[!3n]  2jsj2b2n6 En(s0g(X1)  En(s0g(X1)))2;En[!4n]  2jtj2b2n24 En(s0g(X1)  En(s0g(X1)))2and En[!5n]   2b2nEn[(s0(gn(X1)  En[gn(X1)]))2(js0(gn(Xi)  En[gn(X1)])j  b 1n )] = o( 2b2n)where the last equality holds by A and (4.1).Hence, we getlog(U1n)   nb2n2 (2 < t0f;H >  t0Rf t  s0Rgs) (1 +O(1)) := vn (4:14)Note that, by Theorem 2.4 in Arcones (2002), we havePn(s0g   En[s0g(X1)] > rbn)  expf cr2b2ng (4:15)for each r > 0.For the proof of (4.15) it suÆces to note that (2.1) implies (2.6) and (2.6) implieslimn!1(nr2b2n) 1 log(nP (jf(X)j > rnbn)) =  1for r > 1. The case r < 1 follows from Lemma 2.6.By the Hoelder inequality, we getU2n  (En[W 1+Æn ]) 11+Æ (En[expfÆnb3nV2g( An)]) 1Æ 15
(En[W 1+Æn ]) 11+Æ (En[expf2Ænb3nV2g]) 12Æ (Pn( An)) 12Æ : (4:16)We haveEn[expf2Ænb3nV2g]  En expf2Ænbn nXi=1 s0(gn(Xi)  En[gn(X1)])g+En expf 2ÆnbnXi=1 ns0(gn(Xi)  En[gn(X1)])g := U21n + U22n: (4:17)We have logU21n = n logEn 1 + Æ2b2n2 (s0gn(X1)  En[s0gn(X1)])2+O(Æ3b3n(s0gn(X1)  En[s0gn(X1)])3 n logEn[1 + C(1 + jsj)Æ2b2n(s0gn(X1)  En[s0gn(X1)])2]  CnÆ2b2ns0Rgs: (4:18)Estimating similarly we get logU21n  CnÆ2b2ns0Rgs (4:19)Estimating En[W 1+Æn ] similarly to U1n we getEn[W 1+Æn ]  expf(1 + Æ)2vn(1 + o(1))g: (4:20)By (4.16)-(4.20), we getU2n  expf(1 + Æ)jvnj+ Cnb2n(1 + jsj)s0Rgs  (2Æ 1)nr2b2n(1 + o(1))g: (4:21)Since the choice of r is arbitrary we get U2n = o(U1n) for suÆciently large r.The proof of lower bound is based on the inequality In  En[W1n expf nb3nV2g]:The further estimates are similar to the proof of upper bound and are omitted.This completes the proof of Lemma 4.5.The proof of Theorem 2.3 follows the same arguments and ulilizes the reasoning ofLemma 4.4 together with Lemma 4.6 given bellow.For any h 2 	 denote ~hn(x) = h(x)(b 1n < jh(x)j < nbn).Lemma 4.6. Let f 2 	 Then, for any Æ > 0,limn!1(nb2n) 1 logPn 1n nXi=1 ~fn(Xi) > Æbn! =  1:Lemma 4.6 was proved in Arcones (2003) in the case of Pn = P (see (2.8) in Arcones(2003)). The presence of supm>n in B2 and A with  = 	 allows to repeat thearguments of the proof of (2.8) in Arcones in the setting Lemma 4.6.16
5. Proof of Theorem 2.4. Dene the events Ani = Uni [ Vni; 1  i  n withUni = fyi : jyij < d 1n g and Vni = fyi : rn < yi < r1ng. Denote An = \ni=1Ani. By(2.9), we get P (An) > 1  P (max1in jYij > d 1n ) >1  nP (jY1j > d 1n ) = 1 + o(1): (5:1)Denote Pcn the conditional probability measure Y1 under the condition Y1 2 An1.By (5.1), it suÆces to prove (2.12) if pm P is replaced by pm Pcn. Denote pn =Pcn(rn < Yi < r1n). Dene the events Wn(kn) = fY1; : : : ; Yn : n   kn randomvariables Y1; : : : ; Yn belong ( d 1n ; d 1n ) and kn random variables belong (rn; r1n)g.Suppose that k = kn !1; knn ! 0 as n!1. We havevn := Pcn(Wn(k)) = n!(n  k)!k!pkn(1  pn)n k(1 + o(1)) =expfn logn  (n  k) log(n  k)  k log k(1+ o(1))+ k log pn+(n  k) log(1  pn)g =exp (n  k) log n  kn(1  pn)   k log knpn (1 + o(1)) =expf n(1  k=n)( k=n + pn)(1 + o(1)) + k log[k=(npn)](1 + o(1))g =expf(kn   npn   kn log(kn=(npn))(1 + o(1))g: (5:2)It follows from (2.10),(5.2) that we can choose kn !1; nknpn ! 0 as n!1 suchthat o(nd2n) = j log vnj = knj log(npn)j(1 + o(1)): (5:3)Let us consider the asymptotic ofPni=1 Y i if Wn(kn) holds and ln random variablesY i ; 1  i  n belong (12rn; 2rn). By Lemma 2.3 in Arcones (2003),Pnc n lnXi=1 Y i < cndnjjY i j < d 1n ; 1  i  n  ln! = 1  o(1): (5:4)By (5.2), we get P (ln > un) = exp un log unkn (1 + o(1)) : (5:5)Thus, if un = cndnrn = c nd2nrndn , then, by (5.3),log unkn  log c log(npn)rndnHence, by (5.5),(2.11), we getP  lnXi=1 Y i > cndnjYi 2 Vni; n  ln  i  n! > P (ln > un) =17
exp  nd2nrndn log c log(npn)rndn  = expf o(nd2n)g: (5:6)Now (2.12) follows from (5.1),(5.4),(5.6).6.Proof of Theorem 2.5. We begin with the proof of upper bound (2.16). Denote = 20(cl(
0); P ) and x Æ; 0 < Æ < . For any f1; : : : ; fl 2 , G 2  0; Æ and  > 0denote U(f1; : : : ; fl; G; ) = R : Z fid(R G) < ;R 2 0; 1  i  l :Since 0 is Hausdorf space, the space 0 is regular space (Theorem B2 in Demboand Zeitouni (1993)). Thus for each G 2  0; Æ there exists U(f1; : : : ; fl; G; ) 0 n cl(
0). The set  0; Æ is compact. Therefore there exists nite covering  0; Æby the sets U1 = U(f11; : : : ; f1l1 ; G1; 1); : : : ; Uk = U(fk1; : : : ; fklk; Gk; k).Hence the set 0n 0 can be covered a nite number of sets ~Ui = ~U(h1i; : : : ; hmii; Gi; 1i; : : : ; mii)~Ui = R : Z hjid(R Gi) > ji; R 2 0; 1  j  mi :with 1  i  t.Thus it remains to show that(nd2n) 1 log P̂nZ fd(P n   P̂n   dnG) >  dn   ( + R fdG)2Var f(Y)    (6:1)with probability 1  cn(; U(f;G; )) for all f 2  and n > n0(; f).By (2.13), it suÆces to prove (6.1) if the conditionmax1sn jf(Xs)j < d 1n (6:2)holds.Denote s2n = 1nPni=1 f 2(Xi)    1nPni=1 f(Xs)2.By Corollary 2 in Fuc and Nagaev (1971) we getP (js2n   Varf(X)j > ) < infy nq(y)=y + exp  tt + 2 ny lognyt 1Cq + 1 :Thus to prove (6.1) we can suppose thatjs2n   Var[f(Y )]j < : (6:3)Denote dntn = bn + dn R fdG.Let (6.2),(6.3) hold. To prove (6.1) we apply the following Theorem (see Ermakov(1999)). 18
Theorem 6.1. Let Y1; : : : ; Yn be i.i.d.r.v.'s. Let EY = 0 and EY 2 = 2. LetE[expfdnjY j(1 + )g] < C1 <1 (6:4)with  > 0 and EjY j3 < C2d 1n !(dn) (6:5)where !(x)! 0 as x! 0.Then (nd2n) 1 logP  nXi=1 Yi > ndn! =  12 2(1 +O(!(dn))) (6:6)where the remainder term in (6.6) is uniform w.r.t. pms P satisfying (6.6),(6.7) withthe same constants C1; C2.It follows from (6.2) that (6.6) holds.By Lemma 2.3 in Arcones (2003) and (2.13),(2.14)P (j f j > rnj jf(Xi)j < d 1n ; 1  i  n)  exp( nd2n22f (1 + o(1))) (6:7)where 2f = Ef 2(X).Therefore we can suppose that the addendums with f are negligible inPni=1(f(Xi) f)3: Thus it suÆces to estimatenXi=1 f 3(Xi) = nXi=1 f 3(Xi)(jf(Xi)j < Æd 1n )+nXi=1 f 3(Xi)(Æd 1n < f(Xi) < d 1n ) := I1 + I2: (6:8)We have I1  Æd 1n s2n: (6:9)Denote kn =Pni=1 (Æd 1n < f(Xi) < d 1n ).We have P (kn > Æn)  expf tÆng(1 + pnet)n  expf tÆn + npnetg =exp f Æn log(Æ=pn) + Æng :where pn = P (f(X1) > Æd 1n )  h(dn=Æ) and t = log(Æ=pn).Hence I2 < Æd 1n nXi=1 f 2(Xi) (6:10)with probability n(; U(f;G; )). 19
By (6.9),(6.10), we get nXi=1 f 3(Xi) < Æd 1n nXi=1 f 2(Xi):with probability n(; U(f;G; ))..Hence (6.4),(6.5) holds with P = P̂n that completes the proof of (6.1).Since infG;G0((R fdG0   )22f : Z d(G+G0)dP 2 dP > ; Z fdG = ) =infG ((R fdG)22f : Z dGdP 2 dP > ) = is attained with dGdP = 1=2 1f f then (6.1) implies the upper bound.The proof of lower bound (2.15) is based on standard arguments (see GOR (1979)).For each Æ > 0 there exists open set U = U(f1; : : : ; fl; G; ) such that U  int(
0)and 20(U; P ) <  + . Hence it suÆces to nd the lower bound of(nd2n) 1 log P̂n(P n 2 P̂n + dnU)if (6.2) and (6.3) hold.By (6.7), for any 1 > 0 we getPc(P̂n 2 P + dnU(f1; : : : ; fl; O; 1)) = 1  expf cnd2n(1 + o(1))gwhere Pc is the conditional distribution of X1; : : : ; Xn ifmax1il max1sn jfi(Xs)j < d 1nholds.Thus, in what follows, we can suppose that P̂n 2 P + dnU(f1; : : : ; fl; O; 1).Denote U1 = U(f1; : : : ; fl; G;    ). ThenP̂n(P n 2 P̂n + dnU) > P̂n(P n 2 P̂n + dnU1):Suppose that(f1) :=  2f1 Z f1dG+  + 12 <  2fi Z fidG+  + 12 (6:11)for all 2  i  l.If the equality in (6.11) is attained for some i; 2  i  l we can replace the set U1another set U2 = U(f1; : : : ; fi 1; (1 + Æ)fi; fi+1; : : : ; fl; G;    ) with Æ > 0.20
The probability P̂n(P n 2 P̂n + dnU1) can be represented as linear combination ofprobabilities P̂nZ fid(P n   P̂n   dnG) >  (   )dnwith 1  i  l and P̂nZ fid(P n   P̂n   dnG) > (   )dnwith 1  i  l.By (6.1), all these probabilities with fi; 2  i  l have the smaller order thenexpf nd2n((f1)  )(1 + o(1))g.Thus it suÆces to showP̂nZ f1d(P n   P̂n   dnG) >  (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